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Notes for running parent workshops
These notes support ECD practitioners to run a series 
of 6 two-hour workshops for parents/caregivers to 
share practical ideas to support language and early 
literacy learning at home.

Price: R20

These training materials are designed to support the 12-hour EWC  courses which are offered to those 
working in centre-based as well as home-based settings. 

Workbook 
The Workbook is for those attending the EWC course.  
It is both a reference and note book.

(Available for each of the two age-bands)

Price: R50

Guide for facilitators

This Guide is for those facilitating the EWC course.  
It has the same page layout as the Workbook but 
includes notes for facilitators and model answers. We 
have also included guidance for facilitators on how 
to facilitate adult learning.

(Available for each of the two age-bands)

Price: R50

Flipbook

The A4 flip book can be used to support home-visits 
or for sharing information with small groups.

(Available for each of the two age-bands)

Price: R270

Make your own 
This booklet shows you how to make your own 
early learning resources for babies and toddlers 
using recycled and inexpensive materials. 
Activities develop early language skills and make 
learning fun.

(Available in English and Zulu)

Price: R35

Training materials Parent resources

T-shirt
Good news! If you have trained with Wordworks 
at any stage, and are in possession of a certificate,  
you are eligible to order as many t-shirts as you 
need!

Price: R160

* We offer special network prices for Wordworks partners using our programmes.
* Catalogues and Order forms with the latest prices are available from our office and on our website.

021 788 9233
info@wordworks.org.za
www.wordworks.org.za

*Please note that 
prices of materials are subject 
to change due to fluctuating/

increasing printing costs.*
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Planning the programme
• Time: The programme is divided into six sessions. The suggested time for each session is 2 hours. 
• Manage the time: The programme includes a lot of group work, participation and learning from each other. This 

means that you need to keep the programme on track. Both facilitators and parents need to share their experiences. 
However the facilitators should only share when appropriate and if it will help parents. Remember to keep your 
sharing brief. Give parents a chance to share their experiences but be aware of the topic and focus of the session.

• Number of facilitators per group: We suggest you work in pairs and take turns to present different sections.
• Number of parents per group: The ideal number is 15 to 20 participants.
• Be super organised! When you have all your resources ready and available,  you can relax and be flexible. Each 

group is different. You might find that you are unable to cover certain materials or perhaps you had to repeat 
materials from the previous session.

• Be sensitive to the needs of the group: Notice when you are giving too much or too little information. Also notice 
who is doing most of the talking!

• Parents/caregivers need to apply what they have learnt: At each session, give tasks and suggestions for parents to try 
out at home and then start each session with feedback.

Getting started
There is an example of a letter you can use to invite Parents/Grandparents/Caregivers to your workshops in the 
Resources section (page 14). This letter is also available electronically on the Wordworks website in the EWC portal  
so that you can adapt it to suit your needs.

Share your parent 
meeting plans with your 

colleagues
It is great to work as a team, 

but don’t be afraid to be a 
trailblazer and do things no 
teacher at your school has 

done before!

1

Invite parents
- Send a letter home

with children
- Talk to parents when they 

fetch their children 
- Send a WhatsApp or text 

message to parents

2

Plan
- Decide on a venue, set 
dates and times to suit 

most parents
- Plan for refreshments

- Start collecting resources 
that are needed for 

the workshops

3

Enjoy the session
Take off your teacher hat and 
engage with parents as equals.

Remember to finish the 
session on time.
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How the EWC programme works
Using the Every Word Counts materials, ECD facilitators and ECD practitioners facilitate two hour weekly 
workshops over six weeks for groups of parents of 3- and 4-year-old children.  

Why six sessions?  

Weekly sessions give parents time to practise what they have learnt and gain insight from applying it at home.  
Much of the success of the programme depends on parents managing to change their attitudes and routines to 
include more activities related to education. It takes at least six weeks to change our habits, and we need to work 
on the changes consistently to make them happen! Another reason for six consecutive weeks of learning is to 
maximise the positive sense of community that generally develops within the group. At the end of the course,  
the participants might continue either working at the school or meeting as a group. 

Here is an overview of the content covered in the six sessions:

Session 1 – My role in supporting children’s learning (which includes the welcome and introduction)
Session 2 – Talk and listen
Session 3 – Play
Session 4 – Tell stories and sing
Session 5 – Share books and notice print
Session 6 – Draw and write (which includes the celebration and certificates).
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